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Introduction 
Let R be a commutative ring, and let R [hI be a polynomial ring R[XI . . . . .  Xn]. An 
R-algebra A is called a stably polynomial algebra if A tnl_- RI~ + II for some n, i.e. A is 
stably equivalent to a polynomial ring R Ill in one variable. In this paper we study 
stably polynomial algebras after [3]. 
In Section 1 we give a necessary and sufficient condition on R for any stably 
polynomial R-algebra to be a polynomial ring. In Section 2 we consider the structure 
of stably polynomial algebras. In particular we show the explicit structure of stably 
polynomial R-algebras when R contains a field. In Section 3 we prove the following: 
Let A and B be any pair of stably polynomial algebras over a ring R containing an 
infinite field. Then A ®R B---R I21. In Section 4 we give an example of a stably poly- 
nomial R-algebra A such that A ®R A ~ R I21 when R does not contain a field. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this paper all rings are assumed to be commutative with unit. 
1.1. Let A be an R-algebra such that A[nI=R [m+n]. Then we may assume 
Ainl=R[YI , . . . ,  Ym+n], where Y! . . . . .  Ym+n are algebraically independent over R. 
Since A is a homomorphic image of R[YI . . . . .  Ym÷n], the R-algebra A is generated 
by m + n elements, say Yl . . . . .  Ym+n. Namely, A is of the form A =R[y l  . . . . .  Ym+n]. 
We can easily find a finite number of elements a~ .. . . .  ar ~ R so that 
7~[ai, . . . ,Gr, Yl  . . . . .  Ym+n, X l  . . . . .  Xn] = 7[[at . . . . .  at, YI . . . . .  Ym+n], 
where n denotes the prime ring of R. Given a subring S of R such that ale S for 
i= l  . . . . .  r, we set As=S[yt  . . . . .  ,Vm+n]. Then Atsnl=S[Yi . . . . .  Ym+~], and hence 
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A[n]=S Ira+hI. Since the natural map R®sS[Y!  . . . . .  Y.,+~]--,R[Y, . . . . .  Y.,+.] is an 
isomorphism, the natural map R ®s As - "  R[As]  = A is also an isomorphism. 
1.2. We denote by Rred the reduced ring induced from the ring R, i.e. Rred = R/ I /~ .  
1.3. Proposition. Let ,7t be an Rred-algebra such that ,7t[')=R['~d +'1. Then there 
exists a unique R-algebra A (up to R- isomorphisms) such that Rred®R A- - -~ and 
A[nl~R[m+nl. 
Proof. First we shall show the existence of A. Let us set ~=Rred. Suppose 
,~[nl=,q[Yi . . . . .  Ym+n]. Then there exists a noetherian subring S of R such that 
/Its'l= S[YI . . . . .  Yra+n], where S=SrcdCR (1.1). If there exists an S-algebra B such 
that Binl=S tm+nl, then A['~I=R lm+'l for A =R®s B. Thus we may assume from the 
first that R is noetherian. Now consider the canonical projection 
O : RIY, . . . . .  Ym+n] "I~[ Y, . . . . .  Ym+n]. 
In this case Yl ..... Ym+n are considered as indeterminates. Take the elements 
G, ..... GneR[YI ..... Ym+n] so that @(Gi)=Xi (i--I ..... n), and let A-- 
R[Y, ..... Ym+n]/(G, ..... Gn). It is easy to see that ~(G,) ..... ~(Gn) is a regular 
sequence in ~[Yl ..... Ym+n] in the sense of [7, p. 441]. Thus from [7, p. 441] it 
follows that A is R-flat. Furthermore we have 
R ®R .4 -- R[ Yt . . . . .  Ym + . l /  (Xt . . . . .  X . )  -- .~, 
and therefore 
R ®r A t.]_=_ A[.] =- RI" +.]. 
which implies At ' I~R [m+'l ([4, Lemma 4.3]). This proves the existence of A. Next 
we shall show the uniqueness of A. Let B be any R-algebra such that R® s B = 
R®R A and BInI=A['I---R ira+hI. Then we may assume 
n l W, . . . . .  W~] = A [ X ,  . . . . .  X. ]  = R t Y~ . . . . .  Ym+.] 
as in 1.1. Since R®RB----/~®RA, we can take an R-automorphism ~u of 
R[YI . . . . .  Ym+.] so that ~u o ¢)(B) = ¢)(A) and ~u o ¢)(W,.) = ¢)(X,) (i= 1 . . . . .  n), where 
¢) : R[Y,  . . . . .  Ym+.]-"R[Y, . . . . .  Ym+#] 
denotes the canonical projection as above. According to [8, p. 2], the /~-auto- 
morphism ~u can be lifted to an R-automorphism ~ of R[YI  . . . . .  Ym+,,]. Thus 
~(B)  [ ~,(W,) . . . . .  ~(  W.)] = A [X, . . . . .  X. ]  
and ~(IV,.) =Xi  (mod 1/~),  where l /~  denotes the nil-radical of R. This shows that 
each ~(W/) is of the form ~(Wi )=Xi+Ni  for Ni~l f~A[X I  . . . . .  X,]. Again from 
[8, p. 2] it follows that A [Xi . . . . .  X,,] = A [)(i + Nl  . . . . .  X,, + N,,]. So we get 
~(B) [~(W, )  . . . . .  ~'(W.)] =A[~(W, )  . . . . .  ~e(W.)], 
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which implies B_  = 7'(B)=A. This proves the uniqueness of A. [] 
1.4. We recall some basic facts and definitions of F-rings from [3]. Let R be a 
subring of a reduced ring S. We say that an element a•  S is of F-type over R if 
a2,a3,na•R for some positive integer n. The ring extension RCR[a] is called a 
simple F-extension. If each element a• S of F-type over R is contained in R, then R 
is called F-closed in S. If a reduced ring R is F-closed in any reduced ring S including 
R as a subring, then R is called an F-ring. A reduced ring containing the rational 
number field is a typical example of an F-ring. 
1.5. We say that R 01 is R-invariant if any stably polynomial R-algebra is always 
R-isomorphic to R I11. (See [l], [2], [6], [9].) 
1.6. Proposition. R Ill is R-invariant if and only if Rred is an F-ring. 
Proof. By virtue of Proposition 1.3, R Ill is R-invariant if and only if R~Io is Rred- 
invariant. According to [3], R~ld is Rred-invariant if and only if Rred is an F-ring, 
and therefore Rtll is R-invariant if and only if Rred is an F-ring. [] 
2. The structure of stably polynomial algebras 
2.1. Lemma. Let RCS be an integral extension of rings, and let M be a finitely- 
generated R-module such that S®R M= (0). Then M= (0). 
Proof. Suppose M~:(0). Then M/mM¢: (0) for some maximal ideal m of R, and 
hence 
(0) ;~ (S/mS) ®R/m (M/m M) = S/mS ®s (S ®R M ). 
This contradicts the hypothesis S®R M= (0). [] 
2.2. Proposition. Let R C S be an integral extension of rings, and let f :  N --, M be 
an R-module homomorphism. Suppose M is a finitely-generated R-module and the 
natural map S @ f :  S ®R N--* S ®R M is a surjection. Then f itself is a surjection. 
Proof. Since S®f  is surjective, we get S®R (M/Im f )  = (0), where Im f denotes the 
image by f .  Thus M/Im f=  (0) by Lemma 2.1, which shows that f is surjective. [] 
2.3. Proposition. Let R C S be an integral extension of rings, and let A and B be 
R-subalgebras of an S-algebra C such that A CB. Suppose 
(i) B is a finitely-generated R-module, 
(ii) S[A] = S[B] (CC), 
(iii) the natural maps q) : S®R A ~ S[A] and q/ : S®RB--, S[B ] are isomorphisms. 
Then we have A = B. 
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Proof. Let f:A---,B be the canonical injection. Consider the natural map 
S®f :S®RA- - 'S®RB.  Then S®f=~, - to¢  by (ii) and (iii), and hence S®f  is 
surjective. This shows that f is also surjective by Proposition 2.2. [] 
2.4. For any element FE R [hI, we denote by F t') the/-homogeneous part of F. 
2.5. Lemma. Let R be a ring of prime characteristic p, and let S be a ring such that 
SPeC R C S for some integer e >_ O. Let 
A =RtXf "e .... X~ ,F, ..... F, I C S t'l, 
whereF~°~=O, F~iu=Xi, ~J J¢S[X p, .... Xffl ( j>  1). Then we have the following: 
(i) S[A]  = S t~l. 
(ii) I f  we set L =R[X~*, P" .... X~n], then A is a free L-module of  rank pen with a 
basis F= {F~' .--F~ I 0_< A, <p'}. 
(iii) A is a free R-module with a basis 
{F~ t"" ' : :a~l  "" G~l O<-Ai<pe, Gi= XP; O<- " I  
(iv) I f  there exists an S-automorphism a of S Inl such that a(A)CR tnl, then 
A -=R Rlnl. 
Proof. (i): Suppose S[XP; .... X p'] CS[A] for some O<r<_e. From the definition of 
F,, we get 
xT" - ' -p f ' - 'Es tx f ;  .... x 'j (i= 1 . . . . .  n), 
and hence XF'-~¢ S[A]. Thus we have S[A] = S Inl by induction on the reverse order 
of r<.e. 
(ii): It is easily to verify that F generates the L-module A. So F also generates the 
S[L]-module SI"1 because S[A] = S lnl by (i). Since S Inl is clearly a free SILl-module of 
rank pen the set F is a basis of the S[L]-module S{nl. This shows that F is also a basis 
of the L-module A. 
(iii): This is an immediate consequence of (ii). 
(iv): Since u(L)=L,  the image u(A) of A is also a free L-module. Thus 
S[L] ®, a(A) is naturally isomorphic to S[¢t(A)] = S tnl as an L-algebra. On the other 
hand, S[L] ®L R{nl -= Stnl as L-algebras because S[L] =_ S®R L. Applying Proposition 
2.3 to the integral extension LCS[L] and the R-subalgebras a(A) and R [nl of S I~1 
such that or(A)C R [hI, we obtain ct(A ) = R [nl, which proves A = R [hI. [] 
2.6. Let R be a reduced ring with a finite number of minimal prime ideals (called 
'an E-ring' in [3]). The F-closure F(R) of R is defined as an intersection N~ Ra of all 
F-rings R~ such that RCRxCK,  where K is the total quotient ring of R. Let S be a 
finitely-generated R-subalgebra of F(R). Then there exists a finite tower of simple 
F-extensions 
R=RoCRIC ' "CRe (CK) 
such that SCRe (see [3, p. 452]). 
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2.7. Let R be a reduced noetherian ring, and let S be a finitely-generated R-sub- 
algebra of F(R). A sequence ax . . . . .  an of a, eR  is called a if-sequence for S/R,  if 
a 0 = 0, al . . . . .  a~ satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) aiS C g + 9/ i -  i ( i  = I . . . . .  P/), where 9/i- i = ~aoS +."  + a,_ t S denotes the radical 
of an ideal aoS + "" + a,_ I S C S. 
(b) The residue class of a, ( i= I . . . . .  n) modulo 9/,_1 is a non-zero divisor in 
SI9/,_ I. 
(c) S= R + 9/n. 
In fact, if R is a finite-dimensional reduced noetherian ring, then there always 
exists a if-sequence for S/R  ([3]). 
2.8. Let R be a reduced noetherian ring. We say that an R-algebra A is of the 
property I if A is an R-subalgebra (up to R-isomorphisms) of a polynomial ring 
F(R)[Z] in one variable Z satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) There exists a finitely-generated R-subalgebra S of F(R) such that 
S[A] = S[Z]. 
(ii) There exists a ~-sequence al . . . . .  ar for S/R such that 9/IANR,_I[A]= 
(9/,NRi_I)A , where 91i is as in 2.7 and Ri_ I =R + 9/i-1. 
(iii) A/(ZS[Z] NA)  =R. 
(iv) d/dZ(A)  CA.  
2.9. Let R be a finite-dimensional reduced noetherian ring, and let A be an 
R-algebra. Then A is a stably polynomial algebra if and only i fA is of the property I 
(see [3]). (Errata: [3, p. 442] (3) A/ZD[Z]Ng/should  be (3) A/ (ZD[Z]NA) . )  
2.10. Proposition. Let R be a finite-dimenional reduced noetherian ring of  prime 
characteristic p, and let A be an R-algebra o f  the property I as in 2.8. Then A also 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(v) The natural map ~ : S®R A ~ S[A] is an isomorphism. 
(vi) There exists an integer e>O such that SPeCR. 
(vii) S[AP] = S[ZP]. 
(viii) The natural map ~u :S ®R R[A P] ~ S[A P] is an isomorphism. 
(ix) A NS[A p] =R[AP]. 
Proof. (v): Since A is stably equivalent to R Ill (2.9), we may assume Alnl= 
R[YI . . . . .  Yn+l] as in 1.1. Thus the natural map S®RAtnl- ,S[A] tnl is an iso- 
morphism, which implies that the natural map ¢~:S®RA~S[A]  is also an 
isomorphism. 
(vi): There exists a finite-tower of simple F-extensions 
R =RoCRI  C -.. CRe 
such that SCRe (2.6). From the definition of an F-extension we have R,PCR,_ i for 
i= l . . . . .  e. So we have RPeeCR, and hence SPeCR. 
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(vii): Since S[A]=S[Z] (2.8(i)), we get SP[AP]=SP[ZP], and hence S[AP]= 
S[ZP]. 
(viii): Recall A ["1 = R[YI . . . . .  Yn+ i]. Thus 
A P[X p .. . . .  Xff] = RP[ Y~ . . . . .  g~+ 1], 
and therefore 
R[AP]tXf . . . . .  Xrnl = R[F~ . . . . .  YP+ i] =-R[" ÷ ,l 
In a similar way of the proof of (v) we can easily verify that ~, is an isomorphism. 
(ix): From (viii) it follows that 
(A A S[A P])( X~ ... . .  XP, ] = A [ X] . . . . .  X.] N S[A r] [ X~ .. . . .  X~] 
=RtYI . . . . .  Y,÷t]OStYt p . . . . .  Yff+t] 
= R[ Yf . . . . .  Yff÷l] 
= Rtm ltXf . . . . .  N i l .  
Therefore A tq S[A P] = R[A P]. [] 
The following proof of Theorem 2.11 is due essentially to M. Takeuchi. 
2.11. Theorem. Let R be a finite-dimensional reduced noetherian ring of  prime 
characteristic p, and let A be an R-algebra of  property I as in 2.8. Then A is of the 
form A = R [Z p~, Z + a l Z p + ' "  + a, Z rp] for  ai E S. 
Proof. The p-th power (d/dZ) p of the derivation d/dZ : S[Z] ---, S[Z] is a zero-map, 
i.e. (d/dZ)P(S[Z])=O. Put d=(d/dZ)  p-t. Then d(S[Z])=S[ZP]. If we set 
d '=d[A ,  the restriction of d to A, then d ' (A)CA (2.8(iv)), and therefore d'(A)C 
A f3 S[A P] because S[A p] = S[Z p] (2.10(vii)). Furthermore since A CIS[A p] = R[A p] 
(2.10(ix)), we get d'(A)CR[AP], i.e. d ' :A  ~R[AP] is a well-defined R[ZPe]-linear 
map. Put R[Z pe] = L, and consider the natural map 
S[Z pC] ® d" : S[Z pC ] ®L A -'* S[Z p'] •z R[A P] • 
Note that the natural map (S®R L )®,  A--, S[L] ®LA is an isomorphism. On the 
other hand, we have (S ®s L) ®, A = S ®R A = S[A] (2.10(v)), and hence we identify 
S[ZP~]®LA with S[A] under these isomorphisms. Similarly we may assume 
S[ Zp~] ®z R[ Ap] = S[ Ap] because S® R R[A p] -~ S[A p] (2.10(viii)). Then it is easy 
to verify that d=S[ZPe](~d" because S[A]=S[Z] (2.8(i)) and S[Ar]=S[Z p] 
(2.10(vii)). This shows that S[zpe]~d" is surjective. Note that S[Z] is a finitely- 
generated L-module, and hence A and R[A p] are also finitely-generated L-modules 
because L = R[Z pe] is noetherian. Applying Proposition 2.2 to the integral extension 
LCS[Z] and the L-module homomorphism d':A--*R[AP], we see that d'  is 
surjective. In particular we can choose an element G=G(Z)  (~S[Z]) so that 
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dG/dZ= 1, i.e. G-ZES[ZP] .  Since G(O)~R (2.8(iii)), ~e may assume from the 
first G(0)=0 replacing G(Z) by G(Z)-G(O). Namely, G is of the form G= 
Z + at Z p +".  + arZ rr for a, e S. Now we shall show R[Z pe, G] = A. Since R[Z pe, G] is 
a free L-module (2.5(ii)), the natural map S[Z pe] ®L R[ Zpe, G] "-*S[Z pe, G] is an 
isomorphism. Thus S[zpe]®,R[ZP~,G] is naturally isomorphic to S[Z]=S[A] 
because S[Z p~, G] = S[Z] (2.50)). Therefore the integral extension L C S[Z p¢] and the 
L-subalgebras R[Z p~, G] and A of the S[ZPe]-algebra S[Z] satisfy the conditions 
(i)-(iii) in Proposition 2.3. Hence we obtain R[Z pe, G] =A as required. [] 
2.12. Theorem. Let R be a finite-dimensional reduced noetherian ring, and let 
S = R[al . . . . .  ar] be an R-subalgebra ofF(R) generated by al . . . . .  are F(R). Suppose 
SPeC R. Then A = R[ Z pe, Z + a I Z p +... + a r Z rp] is a stably polynomial R-algebra. 
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 2.5 we can easily verify that A is of the property I. Thus 
A is a stably polynomial R-algebra (2.9). [] 
3. Tensor product of stably polynomial algebras 
3.1. Let R be a ring, and let GA~(R) be a group of R-automorphisms of R Inl (see 
[5]). Given a ring homomorphism f :  R ~S,  let us denote by f * :GAn(R)~GAn(S)  
the induced group homomorphism. If f is injective, then f *  is clearly injective. 
Thus we may assume GAn(R) a subgroup of GAn(S) when R is a subring of S. 
3.2. Let GLn(R) be the general linear group. Given an element ¢ = (aij)~ GLn(R), 
we may regard ¢ as an element of GAn(R) by ¢(X,) = al iX 1 +... + aniXn. Therefore 
GLn(R) is a subgroup of GAn(R). We denote by ELn(R) the subset of GLn(R) 
consisting of all elementary matrices. For the remainder of this section, R will be 
assumed to contain an infinite field k of characteristic p>0.  
3.3. Let a be an element of GAn(R). Recall that ct(Xi) 0~ denotes the j-homogeneous 
part of a(Xi) ~ R tnl (2.4). The subset of GAn(R) consisting of all tt~ GAn(R) of the 
form a(Xi)(°)=O, a(Xi)O)=X, (i= l . . . . .  n) is a subgroup of GAn(R), which will be 
denoted by GUn(R). Let Dn(R) denote the subset of GUn(R) consisting of elements 
a ~ GUn(R) such that 
ct(X) = (a(Xl) . . . . .  a(Xn)) = (Xl . . . . .  Xj_ t, Xy + M, Xj + l . . . . .  Xn), 
where M is a monomial of R[X p . . . . .  X)_l, X j+ l ,P  P .... X p] of positive degree. We 
denote by GDn(R) the subgroup of GAn(R) generated by ELn(R)UDn(R). Moreover 
let us set GHn(R) = GDn(R) t3 GUn(R). 
3.4. Let us set 
A,_~{XfAI . . . I rPAt - IyPA,+I  vP).n ..t. ~. i + i .Jr......[-/].n > 0} .  
" '1 -1  "'t+l " "an  AI+' "+Ai - I  
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The set - j  ( j=  1,2,...) of monomials in the variables Xt .... ,X~ is defined as 
follows: 
(a) Y . ,=A,U . . .UA , , .  
(b) ~j - ,C~j  ( j>  1). 
(c) For any Me .~: - _--j_ I, there exists a pair of monomials N=X~ ~' ~'Pz~ " - "'" "l 'n ~: "~" I - -  I 
and L e A r l.lJ {X,  . . . . .  X r_ ,, Xr+, . . . . .  Xn} such that XPUM= L puN for some (~u')~ 0 
(rood p) (0 -</~ -<-).~), where (au") denotes the combination. 
Let .~ = U~*=,-j. Note that ---CR[Xf, .... Xff]. The R-submodule of R[X," . . . . .  X~nP] 
generated by ="j (resp. ~ will be denoted by R--j (resp. R.~). Thus R -= UT=, R- j .  
3.5. Remark. We note that R~)R3.~R[Xf ,  .... Xff]. Suppose 
M = Xf  (p- I)... X~p- t )  e 3. 
Since Me-~,, there exists an integer j such that Me-~j_ i and Me .~j. Thus we can 
choose a pair N and L as in 3.4, and we have 
xy"M= x.  ') 
= LPUN 
= L p~x~' . . .  X pa°. 
From the definition of L, the monomial L pu has no X:component,  and hence 
/z + p -  1 = 2r. This shows that (aur)= 0 (rood p), which is a contradiction. 
3.6. Proposition, Let T be an indeterminate. For any Ft . . . . .  F~e R3, there exists 
oteGHn(R[T]) such that a (X) -X+FT (modT2), where X=(X I  . . . . .  Xn) and 
F=(FI  . . . . .  F~), i.e. ct(X,) i  X, + F iT  (mod T 2) (i= 1 . . . . .  n). 
Proof. Let fl and fl' be a pair of elements of GHn(R[T]) such that B(X)=-X+ GT 
(rood T 2) and i f (X )  ~ X + G'T  (mod T2), where G = (Gi ..... Gn) and G' = (G~ ..... G'n) 
for G,, G~e R- j  (i = 1 . . . . .  n). Then ,Sif(X)-~X+ (G + G ' )T  (mod T2). On the other 
hand, replacing T by aT for aeR,  we have an element ~eGHn(R[T]) such that 
tS (X) -X+aGT (mod T2). Thus in order to prove Proposition 3.6 it suffices to 
prove the special case where FI = M e -~j and Fi = 0 (i > 1) by induction on j = 1, 2, .... 
First suppose Me-~l. If Me  all, then there is nothing to prove, and hence we may 
suppose Medi  (i> 1). Let ¢ and g/be elements of GDn(R[T]) such that 
~(X)  = (Xl . . . . .  X i -  ,, Xi + M, X,+ 1 . . . . .  An) 
and 
~'CX) = (Xt + X, T, X 2 . . . . .  Xn). 
Let us set a=¢~¢- l~/ - l .  By the simple calculation we have aeGH~(R[T] )  and 
ct(X) -- (X t + MT, X2 . . . . .  X~) ~X+ FT  (mod T 2) 
as required. Next suppose Me 3j and Me 3j_ 1 ( J> 1). Let N and L be as in 3.4, and 
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let 8, be an element of GD,(R[n) defined by 
P.(X) = (X,, .*a 9 X,-,.X,+aL,X,+I,...,X,) 
for each aER. Let {pi,..., p,) be the set of all integers O~,u,ll, such that 
A, 
0 
+ 0 (mod p). 
put 
Put 
4 ct = 
0 fll 
and p =,D~. By the induction hypothesis we can choose an element BYE GH,(R[V) 
so that 
86(X) = (X, + bNT, X2, . . . , X,,) (mod Tz) 
for each b E R. Now we define QE GA,(R[T]) for a, b E R as follows: 
(1) If L#X,, then Q,,~=&c~J~;‘. 
(2) If r# 1 and L =X1, then t~~,~=/3~&J&~~, where so,, is an element of 
GH,(R[ T]) defined by 
Note that 
can easily 
&,,W=W,,..., Xr_I,Xr+abNT,Xr+, ,..., X,,) (mod T*). 
such an automorphism So,, exists by the induction hypothesis. Then we 
verify that ~s~,~E GH,(R[T]) and 
oo.b(X) E (XI + Pa(N)bT, X2, -. . , XJ (mod T2) 
in any of the cases (1) and (2). Since k is an infinite field, we can choose aI, . . . , a, E k 
so that the m x m matrix @ = (af’g’)s,r=I ,..., ,,, s i invertible, i.e. @ E GL,(k). Let us set 
(b I,..., b,)=(c;‘,O ,..., O)~-landa=a,,,b,...~Om,bm.Then 
a(X) = + f &(N)b,,T, X2, . . . . X, (mod T2). 
5=1 > 
If we set 
H=X-P”‘N=Xp”’ _XPAr-lXp&+l . ..XPA” 
r 1 r-1 r+ I n ’ 
then 
P,(N) = (X,+ asL)P*rH= f clX,p(Ir-p’)LP~~Ha,““r. 
r=t 
Therefore 
$, &(N)b, = f, ([f, =,X~~‘-“‘Lp~rHap~‘~* * x 
=XP’+B)LPPH 
r 
= X-PflL “N 
r 
=M. 
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This shows that 
ct(X) - (X1 + MT, )(2 . . . . .  Xn) -  X+ FT  (mod T2), 
which completes the proof by induction. [] 
3.7. Proposition. Let CteGD~(R), and let Fl .... , Fne  R---. Then cct(Xi) - ct(X~)tt) + 
ct(Fi) ~ R- fo r  i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Proof. Since GD~(R) is generated by ELn(R)UDn(R), any element ct ~ GD~(R) is of 
the form a=am ... ctl, where Ctj6ELn(R)UD~(R).  We shall prove the corollary by 
induction on m. First suppose ct = at. Then ct is of the form 
ct(X) = (Xi . . . . .  X . _  1, X .  + aL, Xr + , . . . . .  X . )  
for ct~R and LEArU{XI  . . . . .  X r_ l ,X r+ I . . . . .  "[~'n}" Let N=Xfa ' . . .X~ ~" be a 
monomial of R - .  Then from the definition of R -  it follows that 
ct(N) = (Xr + aL )P~rXrP~rN E R-  ~. 
This shows that ct(F,)~R--- ( i=1 . . . . .  n). On the other hand we have 
ct(Xi) -ct(Xi)t t )~R31, and hence ct(Xi) -ct(Xi)t ' )+ct(Fi)~R - .  Next suppose 
ct = am'"  at (m > 1). Let us set ~ = ctm_ I"'" ctl, 
G, = ct(Xi) - ct(Xi) tt) + ct(F,) and 6,  = t~(Xi) - t~(X,) tl) + a(F,). 
Then by the induction hypothesis we have Os ~ R---. Therefore otto(d,) ~ R-  as shown 
above. If ctmeELn(R),  then Gi=ctm(Oi )~R3 as required. If ctmEDn(R), then 
O(Xi) O) = ct(X,) 0). Let 
o(X i ) (1)=alX l+""  +anXn (a, eR),  
and let 
ctm(x)  = (x~ . . . . .  x ,_  i, x ,  + bM, X ,  ÷ , . . . . .  Xm) 
for M~A, .  Then 
am( ~(Xi) (I)) = a t X l  +""  + anXn + arbM = a(Xi) (t) + arbM. 
Therefore Gi = ctm(O,) + arbM~ R3,  which completes the proof by induction. [] 
3.8. Proposition. Suppose R is reduced and contains only a f in i te-number o f  
minimal pr ime ideals. Given a set o f  elements Fi . . . . .  Fn ~ F(R).~, we have 
pe pe 
R[X  I . . . . .  X~n , X l  + FI . . . . .  Xn + In] = R [nl 
fo r  some positive integer e. 
Proof. Let S be an R-subalgehra of F(R) generated by all coefficients of Fl . . . . .  Fn. 
There exists a finite-tower of simple F-extensions R = RoCR~ C.- -CRe such that 
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SCRe as in 2.6. Note that SPeCR (2.10(vi)), and hence F,P'eR[X~; .... X~ e] 
( i=1 ... . .  n). Since Re is of the form Re=Re_l [a]=Re_l+Re_la for some 
a 2, a 3 E R e_ i, we can choose a pair of elements G,, H, e Re_ l -  so that F, = G, + all,. 
Let us set F=(FI  .. . . .  F~), G=(Gt  . . . . .  G~) and H=(H l . . . . .  Hn). By virtue of 
Proposition 3.6 we can choose an element cte GH,(R e_ I[T]) so that a(X) -X+ HT 
(mod T2). Let f :  Re- I [T]  °Re  be the canonical projection defined by f (T )=-a .  
Recall that f*:GA~(Re_t[T])-- 'GAn(Re) denotes the induced group homomor- 
phism. If we set Be=f  *(u), then i ce  GHn(Re)and l e (X)=X-aH (mod a2). There- 
fore we have Pe(X+F)~X+G (moda2). Note that a2ReCRe_l, and hence 
te(Xi + Fi)e Rich.It. On the other hand, we have 
Pe(X, + Fi) - X~ = #e(Xi) - -  le(Xt) (I) q" te(Fi) E Re-'- 
by Proposition 3.7. This shows that 
te(Xi +F,) - Xi ¢ Re.ENR~.I_ t= Re- l -  ~. 
Similarly we obtain/~e- I u GHn(Re- 1) such that 
te  - DOe( X ,  ar El)  -- X i e R e _ 2"--" 
Using this process e -  1 times, we can get i =ill "'" Bee GHn(Re) so that i (X,  +Fi) 
R I~l. Therefore from Lemma 2.5(iv) it follows that 
R[X p~, .... XP; Xi + Fi . . . . .  Xn + Fn] =R t~l, 
which completes the proof. [] 
3.9. Theorem. For any pair o f  stably polynomial R-algebras A and B we have 
A o121 ®RB- - - , ,  . 
Proof. We may assume that R is a finite-dimensional noetherian ring containing the 
infinite field k of characteristic p>0 (1.1). Moreover we may assume R to be 
reduced by Proposition 1.3. Thus A is of the form A =R[XP~,FI], where F l= 
XI +aiXP+ "" +arXrl p for aieF(R) such that aP'eR (2.11). Similarly B is of the 
form B=RtX~,F2] ,  where F2=X2+b,XP+. . .+btX~ p for bi~F(R) such that 
b~eR.  Note that 
pe pe pe pe+t pe rpe*l 
X I =F I - (a  I X 1 .-b....- l-a r X 1 ) 
pe pC+ 1 e+ I . . 
and X I eR[X  ! ,Fi]. Therefore we have A =R[X~ ,FI]. Similarly we have 
B=R[X I  ~ l, F2]. Thus we may assume from the first s=e. Since F , -X ieF(R) - I  
(i = 1, 2), we get 
A [BI = R [X~ ~, X~ '~, FI, F21 --- R t21 
according to Proposition 3.8. Now let ~0 :A®RB~A[B]  be the natural map. Since 
(,4 ®R B) ®R RIll _= R[, + 21 for sufficiently large n, the induced map 
~0®R [nl : (,4 ®R B)®R R["I oA  [B] ®R R ~'1 
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is an isomorphism ([1, p. 315]). This shows that $ is also an isomorphism, which 
completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
4. An example 
4.1. Theorem. Let R be an integral domain with the quotient field K. Suppose 
there exists an element  e K such that 2t ~ R, t~R[t ] C R and 4t2 ¢ 2R + t~R[t ] for 
some positive integer r. Let Z be an indeterminate. We can choose an element 
F¢ R[t, Z] so that F+ tF 2= Z (mod tO. I f  we set an R-algebra A = R[F] + t~R[t, Z], 
then 
(i) AtII=-R 121, 
(ii) A®RA ~Rt21. 
Proof. (i): Since ( l+2tF)dF/dZ=-I  (modt ' ) ,  we have dF/dZ- ( l+2tF )  -I 
(modtr).  From the assumption 2t~R it follows that dF/dZ~A,  and hence 
A01-=R I21 (see [3, p. 471]). 
(ii): Let tr be an R[t]-endomorphism of R[t, Z] defined by tr(Z)=F. We identify 
R[t,Z]®RvIR[t,Z] with R[t] I21 by an obvious isomorphism. Thus t r®a is an 
R[t]-endomorphism of R[t] I21. Let us set/~[t] =R[t]/trR[t], and let f :R[ t ] - ,R[ f ]  
be the canonical projection. We denote by ~ the induced R[T]-endomorphism of 
R[T, Z]. Similarly, tr® tr denotes the induced R[7]-endomorphism of/~[~]IEI. Note 
that 
J~[~ Z] (~),~[?1 ~[~ Z] = J~[T] [2] 
and t~®a=e®e.  According to [3, p. 465], we have A®RA=R [21 if and only 
if tr®e~f*(GAz(R[t]))GA2(R). Now suppose t r®tr=$u/  for 0=f* (~)  and 
~' ~ GA2(R), where ~ ~ GA2(R[t]). The Jacobian matrix J(¢) = (0¢(Xj)/tgX,)~j= 1.2 is 
contained in GL2(R[t-][21). Note that 
(o- ® a) -~(x) = (a -~ ® a -b (x )  = (x~ + ?x 2, x2 + ~-x~). 
Therefore we have 
j (  _ lo_ l )=( l+2t -X i  0 ) 
0 l+27X 2 " 
The determinant det J (¢ -t) =D is the homomorphic image of det J (~- l ) ,  and hence 
D is a unit element in R[t-]. Meanwhile J(~'-lO-t)=J(~u-I)~'-~J(O-t), where 
~,-'j(O-t) denotes the usual action of v/-I on J(O-I). This shows that 
det ~-l j(¢_ i) = ~u-i(det j (¢ - i ) )  =D, 
which implies 
det J (~ -1~ -l) = D det J(~u-l) = 1 + 2t-(XI + X2) + 4t-2XIX2. 
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Therefore D- leR .  This shows that D -~ is a unit element of  R because R[f] is 
integral over/~.  Put 
= ( E E 
for aij, bq ~ ~. By the simple calculat ion we have 
det J (~u- l ) - -  (at0b01 - a01 bl0) + (alobll -- allblo)Xl 
+(a l lb01-a01b l l )X2  (mod 9.D, 
where 9.I denotes the ideal of  R t21 generated by 2, X 2, X 2. Thus D-1472-  0 (rood 2R), 
and hence 4t2~ 2R + t'R[t], which is a contradict ion.  [] 
4.2. Example.  Let R=7/[2t ]  and r=9,  where t3=2.  Then R=~_+Z2t+Z4t  2 and 
R[t] = 2~ + 7/t + 2~t 2. Thus 2t E R and tgR[t] = 8R[t] C 2R. I f  4t 2 e 2R + t 9R[t] C 2R, 
then 4t2~7/St 2. This shows that I e22~, which is a contradict ion.  Therefore 4t2~ 
2R + tgR[t]. Thus R = Z[2t] satisfies the condit ion in Theorem 4. I. 
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